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An avocado rose brightens every plate. So how do you actually 
make an avocado rose? It only takes four steps! It’s easier than 
you think, and with a little practice, you’ll master it in no time. 

Cut the avocado in half lengthwise, and remove the pit and 
[OL�WLLS��:LL�WHNL�����MVY�[PWZ��

Place one half of the avocado (which you’ve rubbed with sushi 
vinegar) on your cutting board with the rounded side up. 
Using a sharp knife, cut the avocado crosswise into very thin 
ZSPJLZ�VM�HYV\UK���TT��

Arrange the slices (overlapping them a bit) into a long row, 
and roll it up to form a rose.

Use the spatula to move the avocado rose from your cutting 
IVHYK�[V� P[Z�ŏUHS�KLZ[PUH[PVU�� 0U�[OPZ�IVVR�`V\ĬSS�ŏUK� SV[Z�VM�
KPōLYLU[�YLJPWLZ� [OH[� MLH[\YL�HU�H]VJHKV�YVZL�� MYVT�[VHZ[� [V�
guacamole and salads.

Would you like to save the other half of the avocado? Then 
KVUĬ[�YLTV]L�[OL�WP[��HUK�Y\I�[OL�ŒLZO�^P[O�Z\ZOP�]PULNHY�ĩ�[OPZ�
prevents it from turning brown.

you will need

cutting board

sharp knife 

½ an avocado per rose

sushi vinegar 

flat spatula 

Toppings

(water)cress, edible flowers, 
chilli f lakes (optional) to 
taste (not pictured) 

How to…  

make an  

avocado rose
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SERVES 2

INGREDIents

��H]VJHKV

sushi vinegar

60 g Cheddar, thinly sliced 
(use a cheese slicer or vege-
table peeler)

��ZSPJLZ�VM�ZV\YKV\NO�IYLHK

v���[IZW�JYLHT�JOLLZL

v���[IZW�[VTH[V�ZHSZH

toppings

½ a jalapeño pepper (use 
more or less to taste)

��ZWYPUN�VUPVU��MPULS`�
chopped 

��ZWYPN�JVYPHUKLY��JPSHU[YV��
(with stems), finely chopped 

��[ZW�NYH[LK�SPTL�aLZ[

��[IZW�ISHJR�ILHUZ��MYVT�
a tin

Although I could happily eat tacos every day, that might be 
taking things a bit too far. Are you also a fan of the wonderful 
ŒH]V\YZ�HUK�Z\I[SL�OLH[�VM�H�NVVK�[HJV&�;OLU�NP]L�[HJV�[VHZ[�H�
try. You can make it as spicy as you like. 

4HRL�[^V�H]VJHKV�YVZLZ��ZLL�WHNL�������>OLU�`V\�NL[�[V�Z[LW����
add alternate layers of thinly sliced Cheddar. Go on to the next step 
HUK�ŏUPZO�[OL�YVZLZ��

Toast the slices of sourdough bread in a toaster.
Spread the cream cheese on the hot toast, add a generous spoonful 

of tomato salsa, and – using a spatula – carefully add your avocado 
and Cheddar rose. Garnish your toast with all the toppings!

With all of the goodness of tacos and  

avocados on toast

The Toasty 

Taco
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Instead of tuna, you 

can use salmon or 
steak 

TIP

INGREDients

80 g broccoli stems 

��[IZW�[Y\MMSL�VPS

salt, to taste

The Fooddeco Spicy Feta 
N\HJHTVSL��ZLL�WHNL�������
with everything coarsely 
mashed at the start

����N�YH^�[\UH��ZHZOPTP�
quality 

black sesame seeds

6 hard-shell tacos

Japanese Kewpie mayon-
naise 

toppings

cress, edible flowers and 
pomegranate seeds

This is one of those dishes that comes into being when you’re 
‘cooking with whatever you’ve got on hand’. It just so happened 
I’d scored some beautiful fresh tuna that day, but hadn’t yet 
decided what I was going to make with it. Then a package of 
hard-shell tacos caught my eye, and this recipe was the result.

7YLOLH[�[OL�V]LU�[V����u*�
With a sharp knife, cut the broccoli stems into julienne (strips 

[OL�ZPaL�VM�TH[JOZ[PJRZ���4P_�[OL�Z[YPWZ�^P[O�[OL�[Y\ōSL�VPS�HUK�HKK�
salt to taste. 

4HRL� ;OL� -VVKKLJV� :WPJ`� -L[H� VU� WHNL� ����� :RPW� [OL� Z[LW� MVY�
making the avocado rose, and instead mash everything into 
guacamole straight away. 

Coat the tuna with the black sesame seeds, and sear it lightly (on 
both sides) in a red-hot grill pan. A frying pan will also work. 

Cut the tuna into thin slices. You now have tuna tataki. 
Place the taco shells in the preheated oven, and heat for the length 

of time given on the box. Fill the hot taco shells with the tuna tataki, 
broccoli salad, and guacamole (don’t use it all!). Finish with dots of 
1HWHULZL�TH`VUUHPZL��JYLZZ��HUK�LKPISL�ŒV^LYZ��:LY]L�PTTLKPH[LS �̀�
HSVUN�^P[O�[OL�SLœV]LY�N\HJHTVSL��PU�HU�H[[YHJ[P]L�KPZO��

*YPZW`�[HJV��[\
UH�[H[HRP��IYV

JJVSP��ZWPJ`�

guacamole, and Japanese mayo

The Tuna 

Tataco

��;(*6:��:,9=,:���or ��
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INGREDIents

���>HN`\��I\YNLYZ

��ZSPJLZ�VM�*OLKKHY�VY�WYV-
cessed cheese 

��H]VJHKVZ�

sushi vinegar 

��YLK�VUPVU�ZSPJLZ������JT�
thick)

��[VTH[V�ZSPJLZ������JT�
thick)

��NOLYRPU�ZSPJLZ�

watercress or lamb’s lettuce 

white sesame seeds 

for the burger sauce

��ZTHSS�ZOHSSV[��MPULS`�
chopped 

��[IZW�^OP[L�^PUL�]PULNHY�

��[IZW�NOLYRPUZ��MPULS`�
chopped 

��[ZW�`LSSV^�T\Z[HYK�

��[IZW�TH`VUUHPZL�

½ tsp mustard powder 

½ tsp smoked paprika 
powder 

��[ZW�NHYSPJ�WV^KLY�

��[ZW�VUPVU�WV^KLY�

½ tsp turmeric (for colour)

pepper and salt, to taste

-VY� [OL� I\YNLY� ZH\JL�� W\[� [OL� ŏULS`� JOVWWLK� ZOHSSV[� HUK� [OL�
white wine vinegar into a small saucepan and simmer gently, 
stirring occasionally, until the vinegar has evaporated and the 
VUPVUZ�HYL�ZVœ��4P_�[OPZ�^P[O�[OL�YLZ[�VM�[OL�PUNYLKPLU[Z��HUK�HKK�
pepper and salt to taste. Cover and put into the fridge so all the 
ŒH]V\YZ�OH]L�H�JOHUJL�[V�KL]LSVW��

In the meantime, fry one side of the burgers until brown and 
JYPZW`"�ŒPW�[OL�I\YNLYZ�HUK�[VW�^P[O�JOLLZL��5V^�JVU[PU\L�[V�MY`�
the burgers until they’re done just the way you like.

4HRL�`V\Y�H]VJHKV�I\UZ��ZLL�WHNL��� �MVY�PUZ[Y\J[PVUZ���9\I�[OL�
avocado halves with sushi vinegar to keep them from discolouring. 
6U�[OL�IV[[VT�OHS]LZ�VM�[OL�I\UZ��^OPJO�`V\Ĭ]L�ŏSSLK�^P[O�I\YNLY�
sauce), place the burgers, the slices of red onion, tomato, and 
gherkin, and watercress or lamb’s lettuce. Top with the other 
avocado halves and sprinkle with some sesame seeds. If necessary, 
you can stabilise your burger by inserting a wooden skewer from 
the top to the bottom.

Wagyu burger bun & classic burger sauce

The Wagyu 

Wagyme
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